MODBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING GROUP (MNPG)
Final Minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday June 6th 2017 7pm in Memorial
Hall Meeting Room
Present: Core Members: Ann Turner (AT) Chair, Barry White (BWh), Charlotte Rathbone
(CR), Burda Gage (BG), Andy Rathbone (AR), Mark Trewin (MT), Alison Wood (AW)
Minutes
Co-opted members: Rosemary Parker (RP), Phil Smith (PS), Jeff Booth (JB)
Attendees: Nicky Shepley (NS) (Parish Councillor),
Apologies: Jon Sullivan, Lynne Barnes, Chris Barnes, Mark Lawrence, Phil Jolly
Before meeting commenced AW checked that all in attending were agreeable to her
recording the proceedings in order to facilitate accurate minutes
DECLARATION OF INTERESTS.
BWh declared he lived next to potential site
1.

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING & MATTERS ARISING.
Before proceeding AT informed the meeting that Barry White had told her that he
would be stepping aside from the NPG for personal reasons and would leave the
meeting after item 4 (Road Safety and Transport). AT thanked Barry for all his work
in contributing to NPG particularly taking the lead of the Road Safety and Transport
subgroup
AT also asked for thanks to Charlotte Kendrick to be minuted, Charlotte has also
stepped down from the group because of competing commitments.
Going through ACTIONS from last meeting.
a) BWh spoke regarding item 4f. Barry Lee had attended the last meeting and offered
to support Road Safety/transport subgroup. However, having discovered how far
along the process the group was, Barry not think he would be able to contribute
anything further and so decided not to join.
b) Item 4d. Workshop regarding Vision and Objectives; A workshop was held on
3.05.17, thanks were given to Phil Smith for facilitating the workshop.
PS said it had been subsequently noted that there had been an omission regarding
objectives for business and commerce
c) Item 4i Contact with Devon County Council (DCC) Highways dept. and Police; AW
had sent an e-mail to PC Hayhurst but had had no reply. BWh felt the contact with
DCC should come from NPG and Parish Council (PC) as a whole not the subgroup, as
this was a matter that would require ongoing input from PC.
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1.

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING & MATTERS ARISING: (Continued)

d) Item 4p. AT had made enquiry of Lee Bray (independent planner for NPG) regarding
energy standards for housing. He advised that a plan cannot insist on higher
standards than legal requirements but in the wording of the NP this can be raised as
an important priority for the community, indicating that developers with these
standards would be welcome.
AT apologised that she had not asked Lee Bray, about the principal residency/second
home policy, but would do so.
e) Item 4z. RP apologised that she had not be in touch CR re: Biodiversity, however CR
confirmed that Nicky Crawford had been in touch and that she had been able to
point Nicky to the relevant references.
f) Item 6. May Fair. AT reported that despite the weather it had been a successful
morning with thanks given to CR and AR for their manning the stall with AT. The stall
provided “green” information for those living in Modbury and useful contacts were
made; including Katie Reville, PL21 Transition Initiative (sustainability group) and
Charlotte Grosvenor, Community Development Officer Devon and Cornwall Housing
(DCH).
g) The minutes of the last meeting were agreed as an accurate record. AW to forward
them to Sacha Hagar, Parish Clerk for the information of the Parish Council and
Daniel Turner, website manager in order for them to be uploaded onto the MNPG
website.
2. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN: UPDATE AND PRIORITIES
(See Appendix A for Summary of Vision and Objectives workshop and quoted below)
a) Vision statement
I.
II.

AT reported that she had sent Lee Bray the outcome of Vision and
Objectives workshop.
AT enquired if the group were happy with the vision statement which had
been drawn up by a small number of NPG members who had been able to
attend the workshop.

“Modbury will retain and enhance the essence of an historic market town with a
vibrant community, living in a safe, sustainable environment. A place where
development is in keeping with the surrounding landscape and managed to meet the
needs of residents and visitors.”
III.

There were various comments regarding the vision statement including.
 Perhaps needed to be more strident and forward looking
 Needed to encapsulate development being in keeping with the past but
modern and innovative, not a pastiche of the past
 The verb “retain” seems redundant in the first sentence and the final
statement should be grammatically correct.

ACTION: PS suggested and the group agreed, that the vision statement be seen as “work in
progress” that would evolve as the Plan was finalised.
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2. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN: UPDATE AND PRIORITIES (Continued)
b) Objectives
I.
AT said that, in her contact with him, Lee Bray had advised that the
Community Actions should be referenced in the plan.
II. AT outlined the need to boil down the priorities and what is achievable to
put in the NP. There was acknowledgement that the uncertainty of the
outcome Joint Local Plan could make this difficult but the group needed to
press on with the evidence they had to date.
ACTION: AT arranged that she would forward examples of completed
Neighbourhood Plans, for the information and guidance.
c) Heritage environment
Draft objective-“Maintain and enhance the historic character of Modbury through the
application of listed building and conservation area policies, the preservation of historic sites
and through appropriately scaled, phased and sympathetic development”

I.

MT spoke of the inclusion of heritage-led regeneration, alternative uses for
old building. Heritage led regeneration, alternative uses for old buildings e.g.
the present public toilets if they were moved to town square or barn behind
White Hart if it became available.
d) Housing (design, size, and tenure).
Draft Objective-“Deliver up to 133 new homes by 2034, including a range of sizes,
types and tenures to meet the needs of local people as well as to contribute to the
growth of the town;
Give high priority to upholding the guidelines laid out in the Modbury Village Design
Statement so that all new development is harmonious with the existing built forms
which characterise the town”

I.

II.

III.

Discussion included points regarding;
Self-Build,
Community Land Trusts (subject to willingness of members of the
community to take on administration),
Homes that stay in the community (covenants),
Affordable housing,
Community Housing Fund (money allocated to affordable housing projects),
Supported Housing.
There was discussion regarding good design that is in keeping with town but
innovative and not a pastiche of the past. The use of “Design Review Panels”
was raised which provides an impartial, multi-disciplinary, constructive,
expert, peer review process. Previously SHDC had had their own panels but
it is now usual practice for developers to pay for design review panels.
ACTION: AR agreed that he would look into how these concepts of good
design could be expressed in the NP.
PS suggested it would be good to follow any advice Lee Bray might have
regarding the appropriate number of objectives for a NP.
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2. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN: UPDATE AND PRIORITIES (Continued)

e) Traffic & Road Safety (See summary Appendix B)
Draft objectives
“-Ensure that all new development has sufficient off-street parking for all adult
residents;
-Retain and create new pedestrian and cycle routes through and around the town to
reduce reliance on the motor car and, in particular, provide improvements to
pedestrian movements from the Palm Cross area to the Town Centre
-Protect the preferred route for a new relief road for Modbury.
-Seek one-way status for Brownston St from the junction with Church St/Broad St to
the junction with Silverwell Park.”

I.

II.

BWh said from what he understood many of the road safety issues and
transport issues would come under the heading of a community action plan.
Devon County Councillor Richard Hosking had provided information which
covered some of the issues raised in the consultations. However some of the
information needed updating and more detail. Whilst in Lee Bray’s draft
policy referred to needs of future developments re: sufficient parking etc.,
but did not address current problems in the town.
There was also discussion as whether the developments in Sherford and
Kingsbridge and their impact on traffic volume/congestion on the A379
through Modbury had been considered. BG added that a meeting for tourist
information centres had also raised this as an issue.
ACTION: To push for meeting of Parish Council, Neighbourhood Plan
members with DCC Highways and the police. AT to contact Highways and AW
to contact Police.

f) Recreation & Open Spaces
Draft objectives“Identify community spaces – buildings and open/green spaces, including a town
square – that can be used by residents of all ages;
Identify increased and improved play provision to meet NPFA recommendations”

I.

II.
III.

IV.

CR said she had met with Charlotte Grosvenor, Community Development
Officer with DCH, who has been working with Modbury residents on the
Champernowne Play Park. Charlotte (DCH) was interested in the play area
needs of the rest of Modbury with the hope that children outside
Champernowne would use the play park. CR had informed Charlotte (DCH)
of the geographical lay-out pf Modbury, the roads going along valleys made
access from one area to another difficult.
There was a need for a Play Master Plan.
NS informed the meeting that Bernard Taylor (Chair of the PC) was meeting
with Bloor Homes developers regarding the details of the play areas in the
RAI Palm Cross green currently under construction.
There was discussion about using some of the natural areas such as the
Millennium Meadow for natural/forest play.
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2. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN: UPDATE AND PRIORITIES (Continued)
f) Recreation & Open Spaces
V.
There was discussion about the relationship between the NP and the Open
Spaces Sport and Recreation (OSSR) assessment (completed by Modbury
Association for Recreation and Sport (MARS) for the PC).
ACTION: CR (greenspaces subgroup) and AW (community and facilities
subgroup) to arrange meet with MARS representatives.
VI.

The aspiration for a Town Square as a civic facility was discussed, with views
that a phased development of the area would be more feasible, looking to
address concerns regarding lost car parking spaces.

g) Environment and Sustainability
Draft objectives:
“- Ensure that all new development meets the highest standards of energy
efficiency and sustainable construction and takes account of other
environmental factors such as landscape impact, flood risk, topography and
biodiversity;
-Promote a local scheme to deliver community renewable energy”
I.

II.
III.

AT said that, following discussion with Katie Reville (PL21 Transition Initiative
Sustainability Group) at May Fair, it would be useful to arrange find out more
about the work of their group and what might be helpful for Modbury.
Daniel Turner had provided list of things to be considered in energy efficient
housing. (Appendix B)
AT also confirmed, in answer to a query by AR, that the detailed
questionnaire data are held by herself and Mark Lawrence and can be
explored to help in the evidence for objectives and policies.
ACTION: AT and JB agreed that they would arrange a meeting with Katie
Reville.

6. TIMESCALE: (Appendix D)
a) AT thanked PS for his continued work on updating the MNPG Development
Programme. Copies of the chart were circulated.
b) PS explained that point 6.5, the target for the draft version of the NP to be
finished by end of May, had not achieved.
Therefore a new deadline needs to be set.
c) AT informed the group that Lee Bray is on holiday until the end of June and
needs a month to write up the first draft. Therefore the end of July seems to
be a reasonable deadline for the draft version of NP
d) PS said as consultations of the NP with SHDC and the public consultation
have fixed time limit, the earliest the NP can be in place is end of March
2018.
e) AT asked that in order for the date for draft Plan to be reached, could the
following action be taken:
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6. TIMESCALE: (Appendix D) (Continued)
ACTION: All Subgroups using the framework of the Initial Draft Neighbourhood Plan
drawn up by Lee Bray to:

-“Fine tune” objectives (developed at workshop led by Phil S)
-List priorities and how they could be achieved
- Send summaries to Ann T before next meeting on 27th June.
f) CR asked if proposed sites were to be included in the NP, when JLP may
contain different sites. If sites were to be included, she asked if land
assessments of sites should be done and included.
There was discussion that JLP consultation document had sites F, G, and H.
The response to the consultation of PC & NP is for sites Band C to be used.
It was felt by the group that there was a clear process and rationale for the
choice of sites Band C and so these sites should be put in the NP.
The process JLP inspection and public enquiry will allow for challenges and
having an emerging NP in place will support such challenges.
ACTION: CR said she would therefore go ahead and do the land assessments.
AT thanked CR for doing this
7. SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY
a) AT brought this additional item to the attention of the meeting explaining
that the establishment of town boundary/development line may have an
important influence on future developments in the town beyond those being
considered in NP.
b) Settlement boundary needs to be drafted and put to the PC.
c) AR noted that although RA2 (Poundwell Meadow) not now in JLP, it could be
included within settlement boundary.
8. TREASURER’S REPORT (See Appendix D)
a) Copies were circulated and AT asked for thanks to Phil Jolly to be noted for
providing the report and his work as treasurer.
b) AT confirmed, as stated in report, that the locality fund had been agreed
and that it was important to keep within the budget.
c) JB noted, from the report, that website manager’s (Daniel Turner’s)
contract ends in July.
d) AT declared her interest and that she could not take part in any discussion
regarding website manager and had not been involved in his original
appointment.
e) PS and other people at the meeting expressed that it seemed unfair to
make assumption that Daniel might continue on a voluntary basis, when it
was not his fault that NP process was not completed by the end of July.
7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There being no other business, the meeting closed at 21.30
8. DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Tuesday 27th June 7pm in Meeting Room of Memorial Hall.
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Appendix A

MODBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD

PLAN GROUP

VISION AND OBJECTIVES WORKSHOP 3 MAY 2017, MEMORIAL HALL, 1030
HRS
Present
Phil Smith (facilitator)
Ann Turner (Chair MNPG)
Charlotte Rathbone
Alison Wood (Secretary MNPG)
Rosemary Parker
Burda Gage
Mark Lawrence (MPC)
Introduction
PS thanked everyone for attending and described both the purpose and structure of
the workshop.
Session 1
Delegates drew a picture of an animal which most closely represents Modbury:
Cow in milk – slow but productive
Rare breed pig – intelligent, valuable but spend much of the time with snouts in the
dirt
Dog with waggly tail – happy and welcoming
Snake in the grass – sly, untrustworthy
Middle aged cat – wise and learning
Elephant – slow moving, lumbering
Session 2
Delegates were asked to list up to five things they would like to see in Modbury by
2034 and rank them.
They were then collated under ten themes which largely aligned with the structure of
the draft NP policies (the ranking given to each point is indicated in brackets).
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Sense of Place
Protection for open spaces and central meeting place – town square (1)
Ensure we have very good central meeting and market place for gatherings and
visitors – celebrate the town (2)

History/heritage
Maintain
and
character (5)

Community infrastructure
celebrate

historic Enhanced sense of community with new
meeting places and safe access for all
ages (1)
Better community facilities – new, multipurpose community building and small
museum (2)
Ensure festivals and community events
are retained and enhanced (5)

Design

Roads and transport

Uphold guidelines in the Village Design
statement for future development(4)
Integrated, mixed tenure/types within
new developments built to high design
standards (4)
Intervene when areas of town get run
down (5)

Relief road, traffic calming and improved
parking (1)
Traffic-free centre (2)
Safer roads, especially reduced traffic on
the A379 (3)
Provision for safe pedestrian movement
and cycling (3)
Keep eye on growth towards Kingsbridge
with a view to building a relief road to
provide for increased through traffic (4)
Linked up public transport(5)

Housing

Green spaces

Address imbalance in the community
demographics
by
provision
of
affordable housing for people on local
wages (2)
Provide a gradual supply of new rented,
social and self-build housing – energy
efficient – for local demand (3)
Sufficient houses to buy and rent for
local people (4)
More social housing not just affordable
(5)

Match the NPFA recommendations for
play and open spaces to population (1)
Uphold green principles and protect the
natural beauty of the countryside around
Modbury (1)
Connect all parts of Modbury to green
spaces and the local countryside (4)
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Employment/business

Environment/sustainability

Enhance
the
vibrancy
of
the
commercial centre for Modbury and
surrounding villages (3)
Create more industrial facilities for
employment e.g. Science Park link with
Plymouth University (3)

Development to incorporate sustainable
energy innovations (2)
Housing to be built to Eco standards (2)
Improved environmental standards –
transport and building specifications (3)
Reduce soil impaction and flood risks (4)

Health and wellbeing
Happy and healthy people (1)
Healthy, happy community meeting the needs of residents (5)
Session 3 – the ‘Vision Thing’
Taking the key issues identified in Session 2 delegates drew up a vision for Modbury.
The following key words/phrases (most important ticked) were identified:









Historic market town 
Scale
Landscape
Safe environment

Vibrant 
Managed development
Visitors
Sustainability


The following draft vision statement was agreed:
Modbury will retain and enhance the essence of an historic market town with a
vibrant community, living in a safe, sustainable environment. A place where
development is in keeping with the surrounding landscape and managed to
meet the needs of residents and visitors.
Session 4
The following draft objectives were agreed:
The Plan will:


Maintain and enhance the historic character of Modbury through the application of
listed building and conservation area policies, the preservation of historic sites and
through appropriately scaled, phased and sympathetic development;
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Deliver up to 133 new homes by 2034, including a range of sizes, types and tenures
to meet the needs of local people as well as to contribute to the growth of the town;
Give high priority to upholding the guidelines laid out in the Modbury Village Design
Statement so that all new development is harmonious with the existing built forms
which characterise the town;
Ensure that all new development has sufficient off-street parking for all adult
residents;
Retain and create new pedestrian and cycle routes through and around the town
to reduce reliance on the motor car and,in particular, provide improvements to
pedestrian movements from the Plam Cross area to the Town Centre;
Identify community spaces – buildings and open/green spaces, including a town
square – that can be used by residents of all ages;
Identify increased and improved play provision to meet NPFA recommendations;
Protect the preferred route for a new relief road for Modbury.
Seek one-way status for Brownston St from the junction with Church St/Broad St
to the junction with Silverwell Park;
Ensure that all new development meets the highest standards of energy efficiency
and sustainable construction and takes account of other environmental factors
such as landscape impact, flood risk, topography and biodiversity;
Promote a local scheme to deliver community renewable energy.

Session 5
Discussion of delegates’ animals and whether the vision and objectives take Modbury
forward or otherwise.
Concluding remarks
PS summarised the work undertaken during the workshop and thanked everyone for
their contributions. He undertook to write up the notes and pass to AT who will, in turn,
pass to Lee Bray to incorporate in the draft plan. All further
comments/amendments/additions etc will therefore be made during the remainder of
the drafting process.
Workshop closed at 1235 hrs

P Smith, V2 03.05.17
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Appendix B

MODBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING GROUP
Road Safety and Transport Task Group
Items to be raised with DCC Highways and the Police.

Transport & Traffic
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Accident statistics for Modbury. Not easily available on the web-site.
When and at what frequency are traffic counts carried out and at what
stage would a relief road be considered? The last available being from
2008.
What are the designated HGV routes from the A38 to Kingsbridge?
Can HGV’s be prevented from approaching Modbury from the
California Cross direction.
What are the current traffic speeds through Palm Cross, Church &
Broad Streets. When can a new survey be carried out?
Does the recent minor improvement of a visibility splay increase the
capacity and to what extent?
What is the capacity of the new junction from RA1 and what increase
can be accommodated?
There have been suggestions that a one-way system could be
introduced in Brownston Street and that it should be upwards, to
reduce the effect at Market Cross. This will increase the traffic through
Palm Cross. What are the problems for Highways and the Police?

Road Safety
1.

2.
3.

The improvements to Palm Cross junction and the A379 provide
footpaths to the school and to path into Benedict Way but this does not
link to Church Street nor the Industrial Estate, neither is there a safe
crossing point at the top of Church Street. Can a solution be found for
these omissions.
Safety around the school continues to cause concern generally. Are
lower speed limits and/or speed cameras feasible?
There are several points in Modbury which suffer from the lack of
pavements, Palm Cross, Dark Lane and Barracks Road.
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4.

The question of bus stops at Palm Cross is matter which is being
pursued by the PC but when can a permanent solution be anticipated?

The Southern Relief Road
1.

2.

3.

The provision of a relief road has been on and off the agenda for over
90 years can it be constructed and what needs to occur to implement
the commencement?
Suggestions have been made as alternatives which would be to alter the
designated routes for HGV’s from the A38 to Kingsbridge via Totnes
or by widening the road from Kitterford Cross to Hatton Cross.
Have any other alternative routes for the relief road been considered?
A northern route has been mentioned.

Parking
1.
2.
3.
4.

Can resident parking permits be considered?
Can restriction on pavement parking be enforced?
Is there a solution to illegal parking at the Co-op by enforcement or
provision of a parking space in New Road?
Is a one-way system in Brownston Street a practical proposal?
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Appendix C

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
Built environment objectives: Important to specify measurable markers, use
measures recognised elsewhere.

1. Energy efficiency levels-high specification(detail) include electric and
heat.
2. Affordable housing-affordable running costs for heating and water 9figs0
3. Use environmentally friendly/ sustainable building materials in new
builds.
4. Water conservation- grey water (easy in new builds0.
5. Fixtures and fittings –LED lights low flow shower heads
6. Use of LED for exterior housing
7. Smart meters
8. Green surrounds to absorb pollution (hedgerows better than trees) N.B.
native species
9. New developments (where feasible) to include new energy generation
to counteract use of energy. Option of community energy buy in.
NB Energy Planning Act

Ann Turner
Dan Turner
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Appendix E Financial Information
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Appendix E Budget
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